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Questions

How do we integrate lots of cool, small-
scale results to understand and inform 
the management process?

How do we best inform management in 
the future?



Overview 
• Fishery introduction
• Discussion of key management actions
• Select research findings
• How management is flexibly evolving
• Directions for the future in this fishery and lessons for other 

fisheries
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North Pacific Fishery Management Council and NOAA 
Fisheries manage the U.S. groundfish fisheries off Alaska
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The BSAI multispecies catcher-processor trawl 
fishery

• Approximately 20 
vessels

• 300,000 MT catch / year
• Bottom trawl gear
• Trips last 1-3 weeks
• Fishing occurs in BS, AI, 

and GOA
• Fish is process and  

frozen onboard –
primarily in a head & gut 
form that is exported.



Select Papers Related to Fishery’s Practices
• Marasco and Terry (1982)
• Gauvin, Haflinger, and Nerini (1995)
• Larson, Sutton, and Terry (1999)
• Gauvin and Rose (2000)
• Ackley and Heifetz (2001)
• Spencer, Wilderbuer, and Zhang 

(2002)
• Abbott and Wilen (2009)
• Haynie, Hicks, Schnier (2009)
• Felthoven, Horrace, Schnier (2009)
• Abbott and Wilen (2010)
• Hicks and Schnier (2010)
• Abbott and Wilen (2011)
• Schnier and Felthoven (2011)

• Abbott and Haynie (2012)
• Hicks, Horrace, Schnier (2012)
• Sanchirico et al (2013)
• Schnier and Felthoven (2013)
• Abbott,  Haynie, and Reimer (2015)
• Fissel, Kasperski, and Felthoven

(2015)
• Current work

• Reimer et. al
• Reimer, Abbott, and Wilen
• Reimer, Abbott, and Haynie
• Reimer and Haynie
• Others in progress

• Various NMFS Region and NPFMC 
(Council) analyses



Select management actions that impacted fishery
• Amendment 80 (2008) – allowed cooperatives
• Amendment 85 (2008) – reduced Pacific cod share
• Steller Sea Lion (SSL) protective measures

• Multiple actions including 2011 closures (Reimer 
talk, today – Gordon B, 14:50)

• Flatfish Flexibility (late 2014)
• Red King Crab Savings Area (1985)
• Halibut and crab bycatch hard caps 
• 2 million ton BSAI Ecosystem Cap



Amendment 80 (A80) created many changes
• Allocations are to companies within the 

cooperatives and function like ITQs
• Prohibited species / bycatch allocations allow 

vessel to adjust targeting behavior throughout the 
year

• The policy has led to more… 
• information sharing
• effective coordination by the fishery in the 

Council
• available information about fishery.



Data collection has expanded over time as the 
result of different policies – a major policy itself!
• North Pacific observer program

• originally implemented for Steller Sea Lion (SSL) protection in 1989
• 100% of days at sea for most of these vessels; 30% for some

• expanded to 200% coverage in 2008 (all hauls sampled)
• Vessel Monitoring System (VMS)

• Started in late 2002 – also motivated by SSL monitoring 
• Commercial Operator Annual Report (COAR)

• required for all Cather Processors since 2002
• Price / value information for all products

• Production reports
• Cooperative reports – after each fishing year since 2008
• Economic Data Report (EDR) – some cost information available since 2008

Environmental protections can provide data that enable greater efficiency within a fishery.



The BSAI multispecies non-pollock catcher-
processor trawl fishery

• With A80, 6 allocated target species
• Yellowfin sole
• Rock sole
• Pacific cod
• Atka Mackerel
• Flathead sole
• Pacific Ocean Perch

• 2 primary prohibited species allocations
• Halibut
• Crab

• Other retained target species – Arrowtooth
flounder, turbot, pollock, other 



Pre vs Post-A80 Summary
BEFORE
• Bycatch often closed the 

fishery
• Common property 

incentives limited the 
effectiveness of efforts to 
increase harvest and 
reduce bycatch

AFTER
• Vessels able to adjust 

behavior to increase catch 
& reduce bycatch rates

• Increased retention
• Cooperatives have 

increased cooperation and 
trading to better balance 
quotas among participants.



Pre vs Post-A80 company & cooperative comparison

BEFORE
• History of conflict within 

the fleet
• Inability to cooperate 

among companies 
• Lots of acrimony among 

members.

AFTER
• Initially several 

companies did not form a 
cooperative

• Now 2 cooperatives
• Lots of new and 

improved cooperation

Political incentives have encouraged efforts to demonstrate better utilization of 
resources and lower environmental impacts.  Better cooperation within the fleet 
since A80 has improved the fishery’s ability to do this. 



Basic pre-post comparison
Comparing 2014 to three years prior to A80 implementation and 
2014, 
• allocations have increased by 12%
• landings have increased by 16%
• Revenue

Source: Fissel et al 2015, Economic Status of the Groundfish Fisheries Off Alaska, 2014



Amendment 80 spread out halibut and cod catch

Abbott, 
Haynie, 
Reimer 
2015



How did vessels reduce their bycatch?
A story of “multiple margins”

– These margins have all been validated by interviews 
with captains

1. Large scale choice of fishing ground 
2. “Reactive” spatial avoidance
3. Reductions in night fishing

Gear change with excluders too, but we don’t have 
data on these.



3 general goals of fisheries management

• Efficiency
• Allocation
• Conservation



Management Paradigms
• Rigid

• Fixed spatial closures
• Inflexible allocations
• No trades
• Proscribed methods of achieving conservation goals

• Flexible
• Spatial closures used only when needed or most effective
• Quota flexibility where possible
• Permit users to choose the means to achieve goals.
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Are we increasing flexibility where 
appropriate?



In terms of efficiency…
• Industry and managers are jointly creating new 

tools in this respect
• Amendment 80 allows great flexibility 
• Flatfish Flexibility allows exchange among species 

within the cooperative
• Increased communication & trust within fleet and 

with managers.



Flatfish Flexibility
• Quota balancing among 

yellowfin sole, rock sole, 
and flathead sole is 
challenging because 
halibut bycatch rates 
vary by year

• 2 million ton ecosystem 
cap limits total allocation

• TAC is far below ABC for 
all three species

• Since late 2014, 
cooperatives can 
exchange allocations 
among species several 
times during the year.

Alaska Seafood 
Coop Annual 
Report 2015



Allocation
• Managers have limited information to make judgments 

in some important allocation decisions
• How much is halibut marginally worth to A80 and 

other fisheries?
• Important research contributions have been made  

here, but work to do
• Lack of “entities” for some Pacific cod sectors 

institutionally limits the ability to trade Pacific cod 
among sectors

• Strategic worries about things going wrong in the policy 
arena make the status quo appealing for many 
participants.



Conservation
• Flexibility is increasing, but is often not the first choice.
• In some cases, this is essentially an allocation battle 
• Deck-sorting of halibut is occurring that has the 

potential for reductions in halibut mortality
• Incentives for halibut reduction lead to better excluder 

technology 
• Cooperative research is focused on reducing 

environmental impacts of gear.



Spatial management 
• SSL protections have been 

focused on providing prey for 
endangered Wester Stock
• Management has evolved in 

mixtures of rigid and flexible 
steps.

• Red King Crab Savings Area 
• Management has been rigid 

and has produced unintended 
consequences

• More fishing in higher halibut 
bycatch areas 

• Efforts now by A80 to increase 
flexibility since quotas protect 
crab.



The takeaway

Conjecture #1

Results from research have 
made industry more successful 
at promoting management 
flexibility. 



The takeaway

Conjecture #2

The effectiveness of flexible & 
cooperative management within A80 
has created strong & skilled 
advocates for flexibility among 
fisheries.



What’s the most useful research that we can 
contribute in the future?

How do we ensure that institutions allow trades 
where desirable? How beneficial are these?

Would auctions or other clear price signals be 
effective at revealing marginal values for 
bycatch and target quota?

Where else can flexibility be promoted?
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Take home messages
• Trust is worth more than we can imagine (credit to Kenny Rose’s 

World Fisheries Congress keynote)
• Communication among participants is essential
• Full observer coverage opens many new doors
• What happens in a fishery is greatly impacted by the other 

fisheries in a management system.

• Think flexibly where possible
• Flexibility has impacts in fisheries rule making as well as in-

season management 
• Flexibility means that fishermen – the experts – get to make 

the decisions and adapt to ever-changing fishing conditions.
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Thank you!

Alan.Haynie@noaa.gov

Photo:CSMphotos

Thanks to Josh Abbott, Matt Reimer, Rita Curtis, 
NPRB, Jason Anderson (ASC), John Gauvin, Bill Orr, 
Dave Wood, Robert Hezel, Ron Felthoven, Steve 
Kasperski, Rob Hicks, Kurt Schnier, Jim Wilen, Jim 
Sanchirico, Dan Lew, David Kling, Jean Lee, and 
Brian Garber-Yonts
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